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ABSTRACT

A particular body sense network, is a remote organize of wearable registering gadgets. BSN units might be inserted in the person, implants, might a chance to be surface-mounted on the body done an altered position. Wearable innovation or might be went with gadgets which people can convey in distinctive positions, done attire pockets, Toward hand or for Different bags. Whilst there is a pattern towards the scaling down of devices, On particular, networks comprising of a few miniaturized particular figure sensor units (BSUs) together with a single constitution national unit. Bigger decimeter (tab What’s more pad) measured advanced mobile devices, went with devices, at present assume a paramount part As far as acting Similarly as An information hub, information passage Also giving a client interface on perspective and oversee boycott applications, in- situ. Those advancement for WBAN innovation off around 1995 around the clue for utilizing remote individual region system (WPAN) advances should execute correspondences on, near, and around those human body. Over six quite some time after those expression “BAN” originated to allude frameworks the place correspondence is quite within, on, and in the prompt vicinity of a human body. An WBAN framework might utilize WPAN remote innovations Similarly as gateways will scope longer ranges. Through passage devices, it is conceivable to associate the wearable units on the human body of the web. This way, therapeutic experts could get tolerant information internet utilizing the web free of the tolerant area.
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1. Introduction

An overview of Health care monitoring in IoT Involves three important stages which are sensor readings, data transmission and the monitoring of reports by medical staff. A sensor carries out tests on different medical conditions of body like temperature, blood pressure and pulse rate. The data is then transferred to the medical staff as real time information. Vital signs in these reports are used for important monitoring of the health of the person. Therefore, patients will be having better services because the system helps medical team by providing the actual-time data assembling, by eliminating the manual data collection and by enabling monitoring of patient over a distance.
This Application has four main basic modules, which gives feasibility to the Patient Health Management System.

- Mobile App module: It has login portal from where the patient gets a login, also have a Register page where the patient can register with the help of its credentials this app getting Sensor data from Bluetooth and send it to the sensors. Mobile App module has a Chat application for the patient and doctor. This module shows all sensor data.

- Embedded Module: Build all data with sensor and send data to mobile via Web Portal side:

Web portal has various modules like Admin module which Manage Patient like Add/Delete patient, Doctor Module which can use to chat with a doctor with patients, See Patient Sensor data Graph, if sensor value more or below the threshold then SMS will send to emergency contact number

2. Literature Review

In the current Health Management System is only able to store patient’s medical history and its personal information. The older Health Management System is not able to communicate with the patient. It is not helpful in absence of the doctor. This Patient Health Management System Using e-Health Monitoring Architecture has an older management tools functionality as well as the communication portal with the help of IOT. This is easy to
handle one or many patients at a time with the same problem. It is the fastest way to perform an operations and easy to diagnose those patient who is not able come at hospital due to his some health issue.

**Purpose**: The main purpose of this system is to send message if threshold cross and chat patient with doctor. Also providing sensor data history. This Patient Health Management System Using e-Health Monitoring Architecture has an older management tools functionality as well as the communication portal with the help of IOT. This is easy to handle one or many patients at a time with the same problem. It is the fastest way to perform an operations and easy to diagnose those patient who is not able come at hospital due to his some health issue.

**Scope**: In this application we are using different techniques to the find information of the patient’s health.

- We are using some Bluetooth sensor to gather information of the patient and forward to the respective doctor.
- This application is storing all medical history of the particular patient as well as the he can able to chat with the Doctor using IOT.
- Doctors will be able to see all stored data. This application has provide emergency SMS to the patients registered contact details.
- The system is such that, remote monitoring of patients can be done by diagnosis of the patients with the help of the environmental and medical sensors.
- The sensor monitors the health of patients and in real time and the collected data is sent to server. This data is received by the doctors and caregivers through server which is analyzed by the doctors.

The server helps to store the data, medical history of the patient for future use. The system architecture is such that the patients can be monitored and treated privately at home.

3. Proposed Methodology:

- This Application has four main basic modules, which gives feasibility to the Patient Health Management System.
- Mobile App module: It has login portal from where patient gets login, also have a Register page where patient can register with the help of its credentials this app getting Sensor data from Bluetooth and send it to the sensors. Mobile App module has a Chat application for the patient and doctor. This module is shows all sensor data.
- Embedded Module: Build all data with sensor and send data to mobile via Bluetooth.
- Web Portal side: Web portal has various modules like Admin module which Manage Patient like Add/Delete patient, Doctor Module which can use to chat with doctor with patients, See Patient Sensor data Graph, if sensor value more or below threshold then SMS will send to emergency contact number.

4.1 Algorithm

Step 1: Login Patient.

Step 2: Gather Patient Data
Step 3: Connection established between Mobile and Sensors.

Step 4: Heath data gathered by sensors.

Step 5: Data collected from sensors.

Step 6: Data delivered to Doctor.

Step 7: Doctor receives

Step 8: Show list of Patients

Step 9: Shows Patient’s History

Step 10: Chat with Patient

Step 11: Patient Health History in Graph

Step 12: Check patient health data with threshold values.

Step 13: Stop

4. CONCLUSION:

We conclude, this system uses wireless sensor networks for data transmission. It is easy for doctors and the caregivers to immediately act in emergency cases, and also to provide medication depending on the health parameters. Which help for without the physical presence of the doctors with patients real time and historical details. Provide emergency message stored contact details of the patient.
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